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In order to study brain function, some researchers have
attempted to reverse-engineer neuronal networks and even
the brain itself. This approach was based on the assumption
that neurons in-vivo acted just like simple transistors insilico. Unfortunately, both network and whole-brain
modeling based on this premise have led to very little
insight into actual brain function. The evidence for this
claim is two-fold. First, the amount of energy needed to
operate computing machinery that isn’t anywhere near as
complex as the human brain still requires much more energy
than the latter. Second, because transistor-based computing
reacts to static events whilst neurons can react to processes,
properties inherent to computing architectures hardware
prevent the true level of complexity and connectivity
achieved in the human brain from being realized in-silico.
In contrast to transistors, neurons can establish and change
their connections and vary their signaling properties
according to a variety of rules, allowing them to adapt to
circumstances, self-assemble, auto-calibrate and store
information by changing their properties according to
experience (Laughlin & Sejnowski, 2003). In this speech,
we elaborate on this evidence, and argue that there is a need
to re-think the way we approach brain computation. In
particular, we argue for a detailed understanding of
neuronal function and network organization is required
prior to neuronal network modeling attempt.
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